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💰💦Trump Tower Projects

Bailed Out By Russia 1987-2014

Trump’s efforts to establish a hotel in Moscow go back at
least to 1987, when, according to his book The Art of the
Deal, he discussed the possibility with the Soviet
ambassador Yuri Dubinin. 

The Hidden History of Trump’s First Trip to Moscow
In 1987, a young real estate developer traveled to the Soviet Union. The KGB
almost certainly made the trip happen.

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/11/19/trump-first-moscow-trip-215842

💰Trump Soho - Bayrock Group

Trump SoHo broke ground in 2007, typifies how the Trump Organization benefited
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from financing coming out of Russia and the former Soviet Union. Much of the

project’s financing came from the Bayrock Group. 

Trump SoHo: A Shiny Hotel Wrapped In Glass, But Hiding Mysteries
Trump SoHo, which soars with glass panels, is far from transparent. Its back story
— a murky source of funding, a developer with a criminal past — may shed light on
how Donald Trump did business.

https://www.npr.org/2017/11/07/560849787/trump-soho-a-shiny-hotel-wrapped-in-glass…

📌Investigators are looking at whether Trump associates laundered financial payoffs

from Russian officials by channeling them through offshore accounts.

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2017-06-21/trump-russia-and-those-

shadowy-sater-deals-at-bayrock

No suprise, Trump Soho was announced during an episode of “The Apprentice” in

2006 with a planned completion date of 2008.

📌Trump Soho was largely marketed to Russians

Here’s how Trump Soho was marketed to Russians
A now-defunct Russian-language website and ads starring Ivanka Trump.

https://beta-washingtonpost-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/beta.washingtonpost.com/ne…

📌Several reported funders of the project, including Arif, Tamir Sapir, and Alexander

Mashkevich, hail from the former Soviet Union and have reported ties to the current

Kremlin. 
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Early 2000s: Russia-Linked Bayrock Group Also Props Trump Up - The…
Trump turns to the Bayrock Group for cash. The company—founded by the
Kazakh-born real-estate developer Tevfik Arif and headquartered in Trump Tower,
New York — begins a partnership with The Trump Or…

https://themoscowproject.org/collusion/russia-linked-bayrock-group-also-props-trump/

📌Only the best people:

Some have also faced allegations of corrupt and criminal behavior, ranging from

money laundering to smuggling to involvement in a prostitution ring. 

Chapter 1 - The Moscow Project
Donald Trump may not have any business in Russia, but Russia certainly has
business in Donald Trump.

https://themoscowproject.org/collusion-chapter/chapter-1/

📌For example, in 2009, Sapir pleaded guilty to illegally importing animal parts. 

📌Mashkevich has been repeatedly accused of bribery & money laundering on

projects in Kazakhstan, & settled a case in 1996 without admitting guilt. 

Billionaire's company pleads guilty to importing elephant tusks and an…
Customs inspectors found a big-game hunter's haul of elephant tusks and animal
hides on the company's 150-foot yacht at Port Everglades.

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/sfl-animal-skins-ivory-meeting-051309-story.html
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-01-11/how-a-trump-soho-

partner-ended-up-with-toxic-mining-riches-from-kazakhstan

📌Trump attracts an ‘interesting’

clientele. 

📌For example, Viktor Khrapunov, who formerly served as mayor of Almaty,

Kazakhstan, went on trial in July 2018 for allegedly purchasing condominiums in the

building using money stolen from state coffers 

Corruption Trial Against Former Almaty Mayor Opens In Kazakhstan
A court in Kazakhstan opened preliminary hearings in the case against former
Almaty Mayor Viktor Khrapunov and his wife, Leila Kharpunova, on July 26.

https://www.rferl.org/a/corruption-trial-against-former-almaty-mayor-opens-in-kazakhst…

📌And laundered through a network of offshore shell companies while serving as the

country’s energy minister. 

📌The case is ongoing and involves Sater. 

Corruption Trial Against Former Almaty Mayor Opens In Kazakhstan
A court in Kazakhstan opened preliminary hearings in the case against former
Almaty Mayor Viktor Khrapunov and his wife, Leila Kharpunova, on July 26.

https://www.rferl.org/a/corruption-trial-against-former-almaty-mayor-opens-in-kazakhst…

‼ THE RUSSIAN CONNECTIONS

📌Perhaps the most notable connection emerging out of Trump SoHo involves the

Russian American real estate developer Felix Sater, who formerly served as the

managing director of the Bayrock Group. 
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Chapter 1 - The Moscow Project

Donald Trump may not have any business in Russia, but Russia certainly has
business in Donald Trump.

https://themoscowproject.org/collusion-chapter/chapter-1/

💰Felix Sater💰

Sater, who served a year in jail in the 1990s for stabbing a man in the face with a

margarita glass.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/former-mafia-linked-figure-describes-associati…

📌Sater became an FBI informant in Moscow after pleading guilty to involvement in

a $40 million stock fraud scheme orchestrated by the Russian mafia;

#PumpAndDump

Why Robert Mueller Has Trump SoHo in His Sights
The Russian money trail leads right through the president’s troubled project in
downtown Manhattan. A series of e-mails reveals new details.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/08/why-robert-mueller-has-trump-soho-in-his-sig…

📌The records for the conviction have since been sealed. Sater joined the Bayrock

Group in 2001 and helped secure financing for Trump SoHo, leaning heavily on

sources linked to Russia. 
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Why Robert Mueller Has Trump SoHo in His Sights
The Russian money trail leads right through the president’s troubled project in
downtown Manhattan. A series of e-mails reveals new details.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/08/why-robert-mueller-has-trump-soho-in-his-sig…

💰Sater: Trump Moscow/Soho💰

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Sater hearing delayed re

A lawsuit filed today with its claim that Sater, a longtime 
associate of Trump’s, sought to use money stolen from a bank in 
Kazakhstan to help develop Trump Tower Moscow. 
#TrumpMoscow #TrumpSohobloomberg.com/news/articles/…

192 9:59 PM - Mar 25, 2019

158 people are talking about this

Sater Eyed Trump Moscow Tower to Launder Cash, BTA Bank …
New York developer Felix Sater is due to testify in Congress this
week about his role in Donald Trump’s attempt to build a luxury tower
bloomberg.com

After leaving Bayrock in 2009, Sater retained an office in Trump Tower and received

Trump-branded business cards identifying him as a “senior adviser to Donald

Trump.” 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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📌Sater has been involved in at least two attempts to develop a Trump Tower

Moscow.

📌The Trump Organization contracted with Bayrock to develop a high-rise in the

Russian capital in 2005; 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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📌it was reportedly far enough along in the process that a site was chosen before the

deal ultimately fell through. 

🔑Sater was involved in an effort to establish a Trump Tower Moscow during the

early stages of the 2016 presidential campaign, 

Document details scrapped deal for Trump Tower Moscow
Around the time Donald Trump was touting his real estate dealings at a Republican
primary debate, a proposal was in the works to build a Trump Tower in Russia.

https://www.cnn.com/2017/09/08/politics/document-trump-tower-moscow/index.html
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📌Sater elicited a signed letter of intent from the Trump Organization in October

2015. 

📌In November 2015, Sater emailed Michael Cohen—his longtime friend and the

Trump Organization’s lawyer—about the project.

Trump Associate Boasted That Moscow Business Deal ‘Will Get Donal…
Emails show that Felix Sater promised to get Vladimir Putin’s support for a Trump
Tower in Moscow. “Our boy can become president,” he wrote.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/28/us/politics/trump-tower-putin-felix-sater.html

🔑”I will get Putin on this program and we will get Donald elected. . . . our boy can

become president of the USA and we can engineer it.” The deal ultimately fell through

in July 2016, 

Trump Associate Boasted That Moscow Business Deal ‘Will Get Donal…
Emails show that Felix Sater promised to get Vladimir Putin’s support for a Trump
Tower in Moscow. “Our boy can become president,” he wrote.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/28/us/politics/trump-tower-putin-felix-sater.html
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📌But not before Cohen reportedly offered Putin the proposed building’s $50 million

penthouse as enticement as part of the negotiations.

The Trump Organization Planned To Give Vladimir Putin The $50 Millio…
During the presidential campaign, Michael Cohen discussed the matter with a
representative of Putin’s press secretary, according to two US sources.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/the-trump-organization-planned…

📌Along with the email to Cohen, which seems to suggest that Sater saw developing
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Trump Tower Moscow as part of a broader strategy to ensure Trump’s election, 

The Trump Organization Planned To Give Vladimir Putin The $50 Millio…
During the presidential campaign, Michael Cohen discussed the matter with a
representative of Putin’s press secretary, according to two US sources.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/the-trump-organization-planned…

🔑Sater was involved in an attempt during the transition to influence the

administration’s policy on Russia. 

🔑In January 2017, Sater and Cohen reportedly worked with the Ukrainian politician

Andriy (sometimes transliterated Andrey or Andrii) Artemenko 

A Back-Channel Plan for Ukraine and Russia, Courtesy of Trump Asso…
Amid scrutiny of President Trump’s possible ties to Russia, his personal lawyer
advances an opposition Ukrainian lawmaker’s sealed plan to the White House.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/19/us/politics/donald-trump-ukraine-russia.html

🔑A week before Michael T. Flynn resigned as national security adviser, a sealed

proposal was hand-delivered to his office, outlining a way for President Trump to lift

sanctions against Russia.

#SanctionRelief 

A B k Ch l Pl f Uk i d R i C t f T A
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A Back-Channel Plan for Ukraine and Russia, Courtesy of Trump Asso…
Amid scrutiny of President Trump’s possible ties to Russia, his personal lawyer
advances an opposition Ukrainian lawmaker’s sealed plan to the White House.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/19/us/politics/donald-trump-ukraine-russia.html

🔑Under the plan, RU would withdraw its troops from E Ukraine, while Ukraine

would hold a referendum on whether to “lease” Crimea to Russia; in return, the US

would lift the sanctions it had placed on Russia after the 2014 invasion of Crimea. 

A Back-Channel Plan for Ukraine and Russia, Courtesy of Trump Asso…
Amid scrutiny of President Trump’s possible ties to Russia, his personal lawyer
advances an opposition Ukrainian lawmaker’s sealed plan to the White House.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/19/us/politics/donald-trump-ukraine-russia.html

📌Trump SoHo is far from the only Trump Organization project to derive funding

from questionable Russia-linked sources. 

📌Another example is the Trump International Hotel and Tower Toronto, 

Chapter 1 - The Moscow Project
Donald Trump may not have any business in Russia, but Russia certainly has
business in Donald Trump.

https://themoscowproject.org/collusion-chapter/chapter-1/

💰Trump Tower Toronto💰

The project, which broke ground in 2007, was so financially embattled that, as the

Toronto Star described in October 2017, “every investor lost money on Trump Tower

Toronto” except Trump himself. 
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How every investor lost money on Trump Tower Toronto (but Donald T…

Donald Trump called himself a “genius” for investing in Toronto’s Trump Tower.
Behind the scenes, he had no money on the line. The inside story of an unlikely
bankruptcy, and the investors who lost e…

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2017/10/21/how-every-investor-lost-money-on-tru…

💰Trump Family Deceptive Practices

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Trump Family Deceptive Practices

The late Fred Trump & his estate, funneled millions of dollars to 
his children, in possible violation of tax rules & criminal laws. 

Docs show that Fred directed $413 million in today’s dollars to 
Donald nytimes.com/interactive/20…

81 8:30 PM - Mar 9, 2019

82 people are talking about this

🤣In 2010, facing mounting costs & little interest in investment, the building’s

developer Alexander Shnaider received a sudden windfall when a then-unknown

investor purchased an $850 million stake in Shnaider’s steel company Zaporizhstal. 

Russian State-Run Bank Financed Deal Involving Trump Hotel Partner
A Russian-Canadian developer put money into a Donald Trump hotel project in
Toronto after receiving hundreds of millions from a deal involving Russian state-run
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bank VEB.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-state-run-bank-financed-deal-involving-trump-hot…

🔑In May 2017, The Wall Street Journal revealed the source of those funds: the

Russian state-owned development bank Vnesheconombank (VEB). 

Russian State-Run Bank Financed Deal Involving Trump Hotel Partner
A Russian-Canadian developer put money into a Donald Trump hotel project in
Toronto after receiving hundreds of millions from a deal involving Russian state-run
bank VEB.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-state-run-bank-financed-deal-involving-trump-hot…

🔑Alexan der Shnaider, the Russ ian-Cana dian de vel oper of Trump Tower Toronto,

put money into the project af ter re ceiv ing hun dreds of mil lions of dol lars from a sep -

a rate as set sale that in volved the RU bank Vneshe conom bank. #VEB

Russian State-Run Bank Financed Deal Involving Trump Hotel Partner
A Russian-Canadian developer put money into a Donald Trump hotel project in
Toronto after receiving hundreds of millions from a deal involving Russian state-run
bank VEB.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-state-run-bank-financed-deal-involving-trump-hot…
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Russian State-Run Bank Financed Deal Involving Trump Hotel Partner
A Russian-Canadian developer put money into a Donald Trump hotel project in
Toronto after receiving hundreds of millions from a deal involving Russian state-run
bank VEB.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-state-run-bank-financed-deal-involving-trump-hot…

The Trump Org claimed that, despite reports in 2012 that Trump had a minor

ownership stake, the company “was not the owner, developer or seller” of the

property, was not involved in the financing, and “did not hold” equity. 

Russian State-Run Bank Financed Deal Involving Trump Hotel Partner
A Russian-Canadian developer put money into a Donald Trump hotel project in
Toronto after receiving hundreds of millions from a deal involving Russian state-run
bank VEB.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-state-run-bank-financed-deal-involving-trump-hot…

Shnaider offered conflicting accts as to how much of the money from VEB ended up

in the project: His lawyer at first said $15M from the sale went into the property, but

since said he is “not able to confirm that any funds went into the Toronto project.”

Russian State-Run Bank Financed Deal Involving Trump Hotel Partner
A Russian-Canadian developer put money into a Donald Trump hotel project in
Toronto after receiving hundreds of millions from a deal involving Russian state-run
bank VEB.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-state-run-bank-financed-deal-involving-trump-hot…

💰Ivanka & Trump Tower Vancouver

US counterintel officials are scrutinizing one of Ivanka Trump's international

business deals, 
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The FBI has been looking into the negotiations and financing surrounding Trump

International Hotel and Tower in Vancouver.

FBI counterintel looks at Ivanka Trump business deal
US counterintelligence officials are scrutinizing one of Ivanka Trump's international
business deals, according to two sources familiar with the matter.

https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/01/politics/ivanka-trump-fbi-investigation/index.html

📌The FBI has been looking closely at the international business entanglements of

both Ivanka Trump &Jared Kushner, to determine whether any of those deals could

leave them vulnerable to pressure from foreign agents, including China

FBI counterintel looks at Ivanka Trump business deal
US counterintelligence officials are scrutinizing one of Ivanka Trump's international
business deals, according to two sources familiar with the matter.

https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/01/politics/ivanka-trump-fbi-investigation/index.html

📌FBI is also investigating Ivanka Trump's financing of Trump International Hotel

and Tower in Vancouver

FBI investigating Ivanka Trump's dealings and financing of Trump Inter…
The FBI is investigating Ivanka Trump's business dealings and financing of Trump
International Hotel and Tower in Vancouver, according to CNN.

https://vancouversun.com/business/local-business/fbi-investigating-ivanka-trumps-deal…
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FBI is interested in the deal, which dates back to 2013, and in which Ivanka played a

key role.

FBI is looking at foreign buyers involved, as well as the timing of the $360M project’s

opening in February 2017.

Ivanka’s $360 Million Vancouver Deal Is Reportedly Being Investigated …
The First Daughter has her own set of problems.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/03/ivanka-trump-organization-vancouver

💰Trump Tower Batumi & Baku

The Trump Organization has also pursued multiple projects in former Soviet states—

Baku, Azerbaijan, and Batumi, Georgia, 

Trump’s Business of Corruption
What secrets will Mueller find when he investigates the President’s foreign deals?

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/08/21/trumps-business-of-corruption

🔑Georgia & Azerbaijan are where the Trump Organization has dealt with companies

and oligarchs with extensive histories of corruption and ties not only to Russian

entities but also, in Azerbaijan, to the Iranian Revolutionary Guard. 
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Donald Trump’s Worst Deal
Adam Davidson on how President Trump helped build a hotel in Azerbaijan that
appears to be a corrupt operation engineered by oligarchs tied to Iran’s
Revolutionary Guard.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/03/13/donald-trumps-worst-deal

💰Trump Baku - Azerbaijan💰

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

Trump and his eldest daughter developed a hotel in Azerbaijan 
that appears to be a corrupt operation run by a family known as 
“the Corleones of the Caspian” with links to Iran’s Revolutionary 
Guard.

H/T @Chickylalarawstory.com/2019/04/bombsh…
59 4:37 PM - Apr 8, 2019

48 people are talking about this

Bombshell report links Trump’s Azerbaijan h…
The Trump administration on Monday officially
designated Iran’s Revolutionary Guard as a
terrorist organization. But reporting from The New
rawstory.com

💰Trump Tower - Batumi, Georgia

In late 2010, the Trump Org signed a letter of intent to license the Trump name for a

development in Georgia, to be developed by the Silk Road Group.

In March 2011, Trump Tower Batumi in Georgia was officially announced. 

Trump’s Business of Corruption
What secrets will Mueller find when he investigates the President’s foreign deals?

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/08/21/trumps-business-of-corruption

📌Silk Road Group has troubling business ties and relationships.

📌Over the years it had oil trading and transport deals with companies in both Russia
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and Iran, countries currently facing varying degrees of U.S. and European financial

sanctions.

http://pics.mcclatchyinteractive.com/news/politics-

government/article158519159.html

The Batumi project is a licensing deal between Trump & the Silk Road Group, which

was at least partially funded by Kazakhstan’s BTA Bank, whose former chair Mukhtar

Ablyazov was under inv’n for “allegedly siphoning” billions of dollars out of

Kazakhstan. 

Trump’s Business of Corruption
What secrets will Mueller find when he investigates the President’s foreign deals?

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/08/21/trumps-business-of-corruption

💰Sater: Kazakhstan’s B.T.A. Bank

📌Folks it’s all connected:

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Sater hearing delayed re

A lawsuit filed today with its claim that Sater, a longtime 
associate of Trump’s, sought to use money stolen from a bank in 
Kazakhstan to help develop Trump Tower Moscow. 
#TrumpMoscow #TrumpSohobloomberg.com/news/articles/…

192 9:59 PM - Mar 25, 2019

158 people are talking about this

Sater Eyed Trump Moscow Tower to Launder Cash, BTA Bank …
New York developer Felix Sater is due to testify in Congress this
week about his role in Donald Trump’s attempt to build a luxury tower
bloomberg.com
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💰💦Narco-a-lago: 💦💰

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Narco-a-lago: 

Suspected Money Laundering at the Trump Ocean Club, 
Panama

Main Thread#TrumpOceanClubPanama
390 10:02 PM - Mar 9, 2019

364 people are talking about this

🏢Trump’s 40 Wall Street🏢
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Trump’s 40 Wall Street

Dec 1995: 40 Wall Street Is Sold to Trump from Kinson 
Properties of Hong Kong. 

Kinson paid $8 million for it in 1993.

H/T @lincolnsbiblenytimes.com/1995/12/07/bus…
21 12:50 AM - Mar 9, 2019

18 people are talking about this

🔑All of these projects are worrisome not only because of the specific actors involved

but also because they leave Trump open to accusations of abetting corruption abroad

& demonstrate the Trump Organization’s tendency to skimp on due diligence.

Donald Trump’s Worst Deal
Adam Davidson on how President Trump helped build a hotel in Azerbaijan that
appears to be a corrupt operation engineered by oligarchs tied to Iran’s
Revolutionary Guard.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/03/13/donald-trumps-worst-deal

🔑🔑And which could expose Trump to prosecution under the Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act.

https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/foreign-corrupt-practices-act

Deutsche Bank ♥  Trump
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Deutsche Bank  Trump 

A Profitable Decades-long Love Affair 

Why on earth would Deutsche Bank (DB) continue to lend 
money to a notorious loan defaulter like Trump? 

This is a key part re TrumpRussia
249 11:10 PM - Mar 19, 2019

196 people are talking about this

💰Fraud? 

Deutsche Bank & Trump

#FollowTheMoney💰

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

If it is proven that Trump knowingly exaggerated his net 
worth, then journalists need to start using the word ‘lied.’ 

When anyone lies to a bank in order to receive credit or 
approval to underwrite a securities issue, this is called fraud. 
forbes.com/sites/mayrarod…

337 10:27 PM - Apr 1, 2019

221 people are talking about this

Possible Trump Deutsche Bank Fraud Raises Serious Questions
Deutsche Bank’s risk management capabilities should matter in any
country where Deutsche Bank has legal entities. Possible Trump
forbes.com

💦💰Deutsche Bank💰💦

💦💰RU Laundromat💰💦

#FollowTheMoney💰

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins
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Deutsche Bank faces action over $20bn Russian money-
laundering scheme

Exclusive: in confidential internal report seen by the Guardian, 
bank says scandal has hurt global brand

H/T  @DrDenaGrayson   theguardian.com/business/2019/…
71 2:22 PM - Apr 17, 2019

69 people are talking about this

Deutsche Bank faces action over $20bn Russian money-laund…
Exclusive: in confidential internal report seen by the Guardian, bank
says scandal has hurt global brand
theguardian.com

💦💰Accounting Firms💰💦

#FollowTheMoney💰

#Estonia #DanskeBank #DeutscheBank #SwedeBank

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

KPMG, EY Reported to Police Amid Danish Laundering Probes

EY is being investigated for its role in Danske Bank scandal

Development comes as Denmark cracks down on financial crime
 bloomberg.com/news/articles/…

38 5:30 PM - Apr 12, 2019

30 people are talking about this

KPMG, EY Reported to Police Amid Danish Laundering Probes
Denmark has reported the local operations of Ernst & Young and
KPMG to the police amid a widening crackdown on money laundering
bloomberg.com
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💰💦Manafort linked to Swedbank Laundering Case

#FollowTheMoney💰

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Swedbank Laundering Case Explodes With Alleged Manafort 
Link

Swedish bank allegedly gave misleading information to U.S.

Bank’s headquarters in Stockholm were raided on Wednesday 
bloomberg.com/news/articles/…

663 2:29 PM - Mar 27, 2019

513 people are talking about this

Swedbank Investors to Confront CEO as Laundering Case Gro…
Swedbank AB Chief Executive Officer Birgitte Bonnesen will face
shareholders on Thursday in what is likely to be one of the stormiest
bloomberg.com

‼ IMPEACHMENT TRIGGER:

Trump appeals judge's ruling that Deutsche Bank, Capital One can comply with

House Democrats' subpoena for financial records

📌This is what Pelosi is waiting for. 

Trump appeals judge's ruling that Deutsche Bank, Capital One can co…
President Donald Trump, his businesses and members of his family on Friday
appealed a federal judge's decision that Deutsche Bank and Capital One can turn
over years of financial records relating to …

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/24/trump-appeal-democrat-subpoena-ruling-on-deutsc…
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5/22/19: U.S. District Court said that the two banks can comply with the subpoenas

issued by the House Intelligence and Financial Services committees for a broad range

of financial information. Trump and three of his children — sued to block the

subpoenas.

Trump appeals judge's ruling that Deutsche Bank, Capital One can co…
President Donald Trump, his businesses and members of his family on Friday
appealed a federal judge's decision that Deutsche Bank and Capital One can turn
over years of financial records relating to …

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/24/trump-appeal-democrat-subpoena-ruling-on-deutsc…
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